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Call for Applications:
Summer School
Globalized claSSicS

AUG 24 ‒ SEP 5
2015

Call for Applications:
Seminar
methodoloGical
QueStionS for
Globalized claSSicS

AUG 10 ‒ AUG 21
2015

We welcome applications from doctoral students and
early career scholars. Applicants can apply either (i)
for participation in the Seminar “Methodological
Questions for Globalized Classics”, or (ii) for
participation in a section of the Summer School
“Globalized Classics”, or (iii) for participation in both.

Seminar
August 10–21, 2015

Methodological questions
for Globalized Classics
antHOny GraFtOn (Princeton University)
COnstanzE GütHEnKE (University of Oxford)

his series of daily meetings will be dedicated
to methodological questions concerning the study
of antiquity and pre-modern culture in a global
perspective. he focus of the seminar will be on
august Boeckh’s Encyklopädie und Methodologie der
philologischen Wissenschaften, an important text in
modern studies of antiquity which we shall read
with a view to understanding the historical position of
the Classics as a discipline.

Summer School
August 24 –September 5, 2015

Wisdom literature
in East and West
GlEnn MOst
(scuola normale superiore, Pisa /University of Chicago)
MiCHaEl PUEtt (Harvard University)

his course will explore three bodies of wisdom literature from antiquity: classical Greece, the ancient near
East, and early China. We will explore the similarities
and diferences between these traditions, and discuss
how we could account for the similarities. in the case
of classical Greece and the ancient near East, the similarities have at times been explained through cultural

transmission. But in the case of China, such explanations are far less persuasive. By exploring these three
traditions, we will hopefully gain a sense of the implications of diferent comparative approaches to exploring
ancient literary traditions.

Interrogating the antique
visual tradition and its legacy
Jas’ ElsnEr (University of Oxford / University of Chicago)
FinBarr Barry FlOOd (new york University)

he course will explore the conceptual and material
redeployments of an inherited and highly regarded antique visual tradition in the formation and rise of the
major new religions of antiquity — especially Christianity and islam, but with an eye to Judaism, Manichaeism, and the continuity/ending of the pagan polytheist
cults. it will engage with recent conceptions of a ‚long
late antiquity‘, including debates about how to situate
islam and the development of islamic art in relation
to the artistic traditions of the antique world: not only
Greek and roman or even sasanian, but also in their
regional manifestations in arabia, syria etc. and even
further aield to Kushan south asia and the inceptions
of Buddhist/Jain/Hindu art. it will focus above all on
the extraordinary holdings of the Berlin collections,
where we hope to conduct much of the course handson, but also on the complex modern historiographies
and investments in the varieties of relevant ields.

Medicine and concepts
of the body in ancient Greece
PHiliP van dEr EiJK (Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin)
BrOOKE HOlMEs (Princeton University)

ancient Greek and roman medicine has often been
claimed to provide the irst evidence of systematic intellectual engagement with the living body as an object of
inquiry, management and intervention. in this regard,
Greco-roman medicine has long been held to be closer
to contemporary understandings of health, disease and
bodily functioning than the medical traditions of other
ancient civilizations. More recently, doubts have been
raised about the uniqueness and unique impact of Greco-roman approaches to the body. and in today’s multicultural medical market place, non-Western medical
traditions seem to have gained signiicant ground in
informing current medical thinking and practice. What
are the consequences of such changes for the legacies of

Greco-roman medicine in a globalized world? What is
distinctive about the Greeks’ engagement with the body,
compared to that of the ancient near East and early
China? How do we explain the speciicities of Greek
medical approaches to the body? We will be looking at
two major, representative chapters in the history of Greco-roman medicine: the irst medical encounters with
the human body in the classical period, usually associated with the name of Hippocrates (5th and 4th century
BCE), and the great synthesis of medical knowledge and
experience found in the works of Galen of Pergamum
(2nd century CE).

and architecture in the genesis of religious group identity. How did competition between communities arise, and
what motivated communities to deine themselves with
clear boundaries? How were religious self-deinition and
exclusion kept viable in the face of manifold religious and
cultural overlappings? What transfer processes occurred?
How could theological matters be expounded for a broader audience, by using extra-theological arguments? hese
are some of the questions we shall direct to the study of
the construction of religious communities as cultural processes in Christian, Jewish, Pagan and islamic communities of the irst millennium ad.

Pre-modern society
in global comparison

Reading the Rigveda
from the inside out

PEtEr BanG (University of Copenhagen)
WaltEr sCHEidEl (stanford University)
alOys WintErlinG (Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin)

JOsHUa t. Katz (Princeton University)
CHristOPHEr MinKOWsKi (University of Oxford)

his course is intended as an exercise in world (social)
history. We shall explore a range of comparative and
global approaches to the study of the social and political
order of Greco-roman society. Universal emperors and
courts, the formation of imperial elites and cosmopolitan cultures, urbanization and slavery, and other themes
will help us locate the roman empire in a wider Eurasian context, from the Han dynasty China to the early
modern empires of the Mughals and Ottomans. hough
the roman Empire is often thought of as the foundation
of Europe, Europe is understood as essentially lacking
an all-embracing empire. We will thus consider the thesis that roman history unfolds at a diferent scale, that
of imperial world history.

Along the Silk Road:
Reconstructing religious
communities in East and West
CHristOPH MarKsCHiEs
(Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin)
ClaUdia tiErsCH (Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin)

We usually encounter ancient religious communities in their normative and canonical texts, where the
community‘s identity is often presented as clear-cut and
deined. in our section of the summer school, however,
we intend to analyze ancient religious communities and
their formation as heterogeneous constructs. in this
connection we shall inquire, e.g., as to the role language

in this course we will read selected hymns of the Rigveda,
the oldest preserved text in an indian language, while gaining an understanding of the history of reading the work,
both in an ancient way and in a modern academic one.
For one thing, we will learn how indian scholars made
sense of the Rigveda by means of a battery of textual techniques and interpretative strategies, such as etymological
derivation and lexicography, grammatical analysis, hermeneutic theory, and inventive interpretation. in tandem
with this, we will consider what advances in comparative
philology over the past two centuries have to tell us about
the prehistory of the work. he course is thus intended
to be an intellectual history of two kinds of philology, via
close engagement with the canonical text par excellence
of ancient india, the darling of romantic-era philologists.
Participation in the course will require at least one year of
background in sanskrit, and preferably two.

Conference
September 4–5, 2015

Globalizing Classics
speakers to include:
WiEBKE dEnECKE (Boston University)
JinyU liU (shanghai normal University / dePauw University)
nOBUrU nOtOMi (Keio University)
sHEldOn POllOCK (Columbia University)
KUrt raaFlaUB (Brown University)
Gary UrtOn (Harvard University)

